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About This Game

This time the Colorfull Ninjas must deliver a signed diploma to the JumpBall Ninja Association.
Only a master can sign a diploma like this and they need to get to where their master is and ask him to sign it.

But, they need to be careful with the Black Ninjas Clan.

Compared with the first title this one has a set gameplay, thus, less experienced players have less difficulty to play.

Run while balancing on the ball.
Avoid obstacles in order to reach the end of each stage.

Each stage you pass the balls will spin faster.
You can play up to 5 players.

Now the Colorfull Ninjas have three types of jumps: Ball Jump, Outball Jump and Double Jump.
From 2 players it is necessary to use gamepad, except for player 1.

See how many points you can do on solo play or with friends.
See if you can be a true ninja of JumpBall and get this diploma.

*For Ninjas
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André Bertaglia
Publisher:
André Bertaglia
Release Date: 21 Nov, 2017
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Solid RPG with a quirky sense of humor and a unique art style.. A good LEGO game, and most LEGO games are great.

This one has some really poor camera angles, for some reason.. Very addictive I give it four out of five. At the moment I'm
working my way through the Test series of the 1970s. Does anyone else think they have a favourite era? Setting the squads in
Tournament mode takes time. But if you have a shelf of Wisdens is possible.. It's extremely hard, but if you're wanting a
challenge, I highly suggest picking this track up. Even the Bass track is worth playing.. Great puzzle game with a great price :).
Great game if you want to learn about the Old Kingdom. Challenging and Fun!. This game is showing a lot of promise. Bought it
early to as to assure the developers that there is DEFINITELY a crowd out there for a Marble Madness simulator. Can't wait to
see how it turns out over time!!
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Can't install this DLC. Had no problem installing Rise of the Rajah's. Any help would be greatly appreciated.. Good first
impression after about 45 minuters of play. It's a faithful reproduction of the Adventure System board games. I haven't played
the new Tomb of Annihilation board game yet, but I have the Temple of Elemental Evil board game (same system) and this
seems really faithful. If you like board games you'll probably enjoy it, but if you're expecting a full-fledged RPG you may be
disappointed.. games♥♥♥♥♥♥ all around♥♥♥♥♥♥. I think these games have actually gotten worse over the course of the
series. To start with, this is Alien Breed 3. THREE. It's the THIRD game in the series, yet it uses the exact same engine as the
first, as well as the exact same textures, exact same enemies (with a few additions), exact same guns (with 1 addition), exact
same sounds, exact same level design, exact same atmosphere, exact same controls and gameplay mechanics, and exact same
fetch quests. While the first one was mediocre, it's inexcusable that they didn't attempt to make ANY minor improvements by
the third freakin' game.

The entirety of this game is fetch quests. Run here, activate door terminal, but oops power is out, run to power terminal, but
oops there's flooding, run to flood control terminal, but oops it's blocked by fire, run to fire terminal, but oops it's blocked by
debris. Run and find demolition charges, run back and blow up debris, run back and activate fire terminal, run back and activate
flood control terminal, run back and activate power terminal, and finally run back and activate door terminal, all while fighting
off tiny clusters of ridiculously weak enemies who serve only to nip at your heels while you try to complete objectives.

It is utterly ridiculous, entirely tedious, and completely predictable. Monsters pop out of the floor when you activate a terminal,
search a container, or pick up an item (all which require you hold down a button for several seconds), but generally just one or
two enemies appear at a time, which does not do anything other than require you to stop searching, kill them, and start searching
again. Often multiple times.

Monsters are insanely weak, and do not pose anything remotely resembling a challenge. You can complete literally the entire
game other than boss fights with the ultra-accurate pistol, which naturally has unlimited ammo. The only time that there is even
a hint of a challenge is when the game throws 30 enemies at you at a time from 3 different directions, but even then, it's not
challenging so much as annoying. There is literally not a single enemy in the game that you can't kill with the pistol before they
get to you, and that is just sad. Is the whole point of the enemies to make it take longer to get to the next boss battle or
something?

Speaking of boss battles (and slight spoiler here), you are required to "kill" the alien queen 7 times. SEVEN. Kill her once, then
cutscene, then kill her again, then she escapes. Then on a later level, kill her once, then cutscene, then regular gameplay, then
she returns so kill her again, then cutscene, then more regular gameplay, then she returns AGAIN so kill her again, then
cutscene. Then on a LATER level, kill her, then cutscene, then kill her AGAIN, and she finally stays dead. If I hadn't been so
annoyed, I would have laughed at the ridiculousness. Oh don't worry though, she's never a challenge. Ever.

Voice acting is cheesy as ever, which isn't a big deal, but the stupid disembodied cackling from the main antagonist gets
INSANELY annoying, and goes on the entire game.

To be fair, I did actually manage to make it through this game (unlike the first 2), but that's only because I thought I should beat
at least one in the trilogy. Now I wish I had powered through the first one, and never touched 2 or 3. I REALLY wish I'd never
bought them in the first place, but whatever.

I do not recommend these to anyone. While I understand others may not hate this game as much as I do, the fact is that there are
thousands of better games out there far more deserving of your time and money. Some of those better games
(ahemALIENSWARMahem) don't even require money.. rep at this game King Lucas u can play single and multiplayer how u
prefer. The game is a roguelike “auto-battle” RPG. Each floor is procedurally generated with a random placement of monsters
and treasures. The monsters don’t move and you simply move into a monster to begin fighting it.

This may seem shallow at first but very quickly becomes addicting as the real depth of the game comes from customizing your
equipment set and its enchantments. Stats such as bonus damage, health regen, mana regen, and resistances have to be balanced
appropriately to play the game effectively.

The game is fairly simple but despite this remained very engrossing for a long time. I always wanted to push farther to see what
better gear would drop.
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-Playtime-
I think a good 10 hours before completing it the first time. The game has an infinite New Game+ which can be completed and
then started again at an even higher difficulty each time.

-Achievements-
The biggest achievement was getting Completionist where you have to fill in the museum with every artifact piece of
equipment. This took quite a bit of farming but I found it fun as it was just a perpetual treasure hunt and it was always exciting
to open an artifact chest to see if it had an item I was missing. If you are trying for this achievement however I highly
recommend that you don’t start the New Game+ as it brings a pretty large difficulty spike and will greatly slow down your
farming time, especially on the lower levels. There are also achievements for maxing each of the 3 skill trees but I would
recommend getting the 3rd one on a new character, otherwise be prepared for a massive grind as the exp needed to level scales
up quite a bit toward the end.

Recommended at full price.. I don't know why there are so much negatives reviews of this game, maybe because people just
bought it and can't see it's out since 2014 ?
I found this game good enough to entertain me for 15 hours. I played the three first games of the firefighter serie by VIS games
and can tell you the dev have greatly improved their game.
So ok, the graphics are poor, sound is just ok, gameplay is repetitive, but I had much fun playing it. The game is divided in 2
parts: the first one, you work for a 24 hours schedule. the second one is special missions, which I found very creative and fun to
play, a subway accident, save people on a Ferris wheel...

The price is a bit expensive, so maybe wait for a Steam's sale or wait for the new astragon firefighters game which should be out
this year. Not very good. Poor mechanics and not very well made. Save your money. I didn't find any redeeming qualities..
Match-3 Game. Relaxing and fun.

Gameplay
WishMaster is a match 3 game where you need to clear all the board to get wishes for people.your moves is limited so take care
on your moves.

Soundtrack
Soundtrack is good for a match-3 game.

Positive Points
+Small
+Much Levels and difficulty
+Music
+ Achievements(Very nice ones)

Negative Points
Until now the game is okay enough for me,doesn't see any error or bug.

Overall

So if you want a simple match-3 game with some difficulty and different style of gameplay,here you go.
Rating is: 7/10

Bundles:
Hi, how are you players? Kabitis 2 is not ready yet to be seen but I'll show you two bundles that are with 30% and 50% of
discount this week*:
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/1646/Kabits__Microbits_K/
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/1550/Super/
*not for all countrys. 15%:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/701960/Fishs_Trip/. Jack's Gang:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/607270/Jacks_Gang/. How about starting the week and the month of July taking
advantage of these discounts?:
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https://store.steampowered.com/search/?publisher=Andr%C3%A9%20Bertaglia. Kabitis 2:
Hello players, I am the developer of Kabitis.
A few months ago I told that Kabitis 2 would be released in this year, but it will not be possible, so sorry for that. I'm working
alone and hard in this title, so there is much work to do and I want to make a good game for we all.

https://store.steampowered.com/search/?developer=Andr%C3%A9%20Bertaglia 

. Super in super discount!:
http://store.steampowered.com/bundle/1550/Super/. Look at this offer::
https://store.steampowered.com/search/?developer=Andr%C3%A9%20Bertaglia
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